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Subject(s): Doctor Wang, Urology Surgery, Ningbo Yinzhou No. 2 Hospital
Summary
1. Kidney transplants have been done all along.
2. Director Yao Xiping is retired. He no longer does it now.
3. We have a new president who does it. It is President Weng Guobin.
4. It is okay to make an appointment with President Weng Guobin at the clinic.
5. We have specialized kidney transplant clinic available every morning.
6. Around 100 cases are done per year.
7. The cost is normally about 200,000 to 300,000 yuan.
Translation
Investigator: Hi, how are you?
Doctor Wang: Hello?
Investigator: Hi hello. Is this Urology Surgery of Ningbo Yinzhou No. 2 Hospital? One
of my family members, my nephew, wants to get a kidney transplant done at your place. I
am not sure if you still do it?
Doctor Wang: Kidney transplants, yes, we do.
Investigator: You do it. So how long is the wait time if we go there?
Doctor Wang: How long would be the wait? That is hard to say. He must go through the
tissue typing first.

Investigator: Right. All his files are ready, plus….
Doctor Wang: All those things must be done from scratch at our hospital.
Investigator: From scratch? Do we have to bring him over for the tests or what?
Doctor Wang: He needs to be hospitalized. First go through the tests while hospitalized.
Investigator: How long is the wait?
Doctor Wang: In any case, the entire tissue typing for the kidney transplant, all those tests
must be done without any issues.
Investigator: Are there many patients waiting there?
Doctor Wang: The waiting list is pretty long, with 300 to 400 patients. It mainly involves
the tissue typing. You must wait in line, wait in line, wait in line, this is one thing.
Another important thing is, if the tissue typing works well for a transplant, it will also be
quick.
Investigator: Also quick, so that means, in a month?
Doctor Wang: That can be done if the match is good.
Investigator: Does Yao Xiping do it?
Doctor Wang: He is already retired. He no longer does it. Our new president does it.
Investigator: So what is your new president’s last name?
Doctor Wang: The new president’s last name is Weng.
Investigator: The last name is Weng?
Doctor Wang: Ah, President Weng.
Investigator: Well, because I did some research online, I searched for the relevant
information about your place. He does a very good job. That is my…Is he Professor
Weng Guobin? Is he?
Doctor Wang: As of now I am not very sure.
Investigator: So how many cases can you do in a year?
Doctor Wang: Around 100 cases per year.

Investigator: Around 100 cases. That’s not bad. So the techniques must be no problem.
So, how about the kidney sources, are they very healthy?
Doctor Wang: The survival rate has always been quite high.
Investigator: So we should make an appointment with Director Weng Guobin, right?
Make an appointment for his clinic?
Doctor Wang: Anyone there is okay. Or with the transplant clinic, there is a specialized
transplant clinic. (Investigator: Then you…) It is available every morning.
Investigator: Every morning, ah. So what is your last name?
Doctor Wang: Yeah, my last name is Wang.
Investigator: How much is the cost roughly?
Doctor Wang: That is usually 200,000 to 300,000 yuan.
Investigator: So, after staying a few days in the hospital, we can leave as soon as the
tissue typing is done.
Doctor Wang: Ah, yes. When there is a suitable one available, we will notify you.
(Investigator: That is wonderful.) The hospital will call you.
Investigator: Good. That’s good. Good. Thank you, thank you! Good. Thank you, thank
you very much.

